Donation for Victims of Earthquakes in Northeast Region, Japan

The Civil Cabinets Anti-Disaster Help Association, NPO

March 18, 2011

For helping victims suffered from March 13th earthquake in the northeast region of Japan, the Civil Cabinets Anti-disaster Help Association (CDHA) cooperates with all NPOs in Japan, and started it rescue activities immediately after the disasters.

Reports: At 18:00 March 11, the general committee of CDHA submitted following requests to Ms. Tsujimoto Kiyomi, assistant of Prime Minister (who is in charge of activities on volunteers) and Mr. Okada Katsunari, the chief secretary of Japanese Democratic Party:

1. Permits of road pass
2. Free pass on all highways
3. Priority to obtaining gasoline.

Demands: Donation for supporting the Civil Anti-disaster Helicopter Team

Based on Imozawa Helicopter Port, Sendai, the Civil Anti-disaster Helicopter Team started to transport emergent materials to isolated places in the disaster area. The helicopters and pilots are from volunteers, but each helicopter expenses 70,000 Japanese yuan daily (4 seats in each helicop., total 3 helicopters); therefore, we ask your help for the expenses of gasoline as well as emergent materials for survivals (such as milk, diapers for adults and children, drinking water, and food, etc. For detailed information, please refer: http://citycabinet.npgo.jp/)

Demands: Donation for supporting activities of the All Japan Anti-disaster Dogs Association in the disaster areas.

Reports: The All Japan Anti-disaster Dogs Association

3 rescuers and 3 dogs of the NPO Japan Rescue Association, and 5 rescuers and 3 dogs of the NPO Okinawa Disaster Rescue Dog Association worked together for searching survivals from March 12th to 16th. 4 rescuers and 3 dogs of the NPO Japan Rescue Dogs Association, 6 rescuers and 6 dogs of Kyushu Rescue Dogs Association, searched survivals in Kisannuma-city area with Kyushu Defense Troop.

We Need Volunteers! Fields: Transporting; photographing; Fund-rising; news reporting; and rescuing.

Please send your donation to:

Saitama-Resona Bank, Miyahara branch
Branch name : 492
Account Number : 4181235
Name : nposaitamanet.or.jp
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